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Compact City
19. 3. - 24. 4. 2011, 4AM/Gallery of Architecture in Brno
1 gallery/5 exhibitions/8 exhibitors/5 states/10 lectures/
5 discussions/5 vernissages/4 workshops/1 international
videostream/3 curators
In the current European context, there is very little ambition to establish new cities.
Due to all kinds of regulations, existing cities are undergoing major changes in their
peripheral parts. Instead of intensively using what has already been built, cities
extensively expand, drifting out everything they cannot absorb. However, inner cities
do not represent finished, definite structures: they rather constitute ever-changing
organisms which need new impulses from the inside. Compact city does not mean
creating new boundaries, but opening up new opportunities in already constructed
space.
Instead of posing the question:

How to design a city?
one should ask:

How to design within a city?
or:

How to design in already designed?
The Compact City Exhibition is an interactive reaction to these questions, taking up 359
m3 of space in the Brno Gallery of Architecture.
Five exhibitors, four of whom are from countries of the Visegrad Group and one
from Austria, create, by means of continual workshops, thematic installations through
the whole exhibition time. Each participant uses the whole exhibition hall for the period
of one week, assisted by students participating in the workshop. Individual installations
will then be presented by the exhibitors and confronted with invited lecturers.
Each installation makes use of space shared with the others, forming an additive
exhibition composition. The basis of the exhibition represents an unfinished experiment
– just like a city itself.
Later the Compact City will be transported to forum experimentelle architektur
in Vienna. During the Brno exhibition each new part of the installation will also be
presented by video projection from the window of f.e.a. to Museumsquartier courtyard.
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Terms of exhibitor presentations/vernissages:
SA 19. 3. 18:00
SA 26. 3. 18:00
SA 2. 4. 18:00
SA 9. 4. 18:00
SA 16. 4. 18:00

Peter Stec/SK
Pavel Hnilička, Ida Čapounová, Jan Pfeiffer/CZ
Levente Polyák/HU
Gabu Heindl/AT
Pawel Wachnicki, Aleksandra Wachnicka/PL

Invited lecturers to presentations:
Ján Pernecký/SK, Imro Vaško/SK, Sabine Müller/DE,
Petr Hurník/CZ, Tomáš Pejpek/CZ and others
Final discussion of all exhibitors will be a part of the last
presentation.
Venue:
Galerie architektury, Starobrněnská 18, 602 00 Brno, CZ
Exhibition term:
19. 3. - 24. 4. 2011
Curators:
Szymon Rozwalka, Jakub Kopec, Petra Hlaváčková
Contact:
4AM Forum for architecture and media
forum4am@gmail.com
www.forum4am.cz
Contact person:
Jakub Kopec
tel. +420 732 619 909
Partners:
f.e.a. forum experimentelle architektur, Czech Architecture Foundation,
Visegrad Fund, The Brno House of Art, Ministry of Culture Czech Republic
Media partners:
ERA 21, Artyčok.tv, Artalk.cz, Art+Antiques, Metropolis

